CAMERAS

Wide-Angle Optics

ACHIEVE THE BEST WIDE-ANGLE VIDEO EXPERIENCE

GET COMPLETE 360° VIDEO COVERAGE
A full and highly detailed view of your environment maximizes situational awareness and is crucial in any surveillance application so you can:
- Increase Coverage
- Eliminate Blind Spots
- Record/Playback entire events in 360°
Cameras and solutions from your preferred brands equipped with Immersion Enables panomorph lenses empower you with:
- Consistent, Reliable Image Quality
- Flawless Dewarping and Undistorted Views
- Unique, Custom-Matched Dewarping Algorithms (“RPLs”)
- Best-in-Class Peripheral Resolution
- Assured Compatibility between all Immersion Enables 360° Cameras & Software

THE FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
As the world’s only 360° dewarping standard, Immersion Enables is included by major camera vendors and VMS platforms. You have the freedom to design your video surveillance system with the components that meet your requirements.
- Brand
- Installation method
- Resolution
- Key features
- Viewing options such as location, display, camera, and special views

CERTIFIED SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS